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Sonnet in 441/2 Lines to the Oueen of Tibet
By JOHN BATTLE
The symphony was tuning itself,
The conductor for it waiting.
Then there was total darkness,
And a ridiculing laughter.
The tympani it seems was late,
And making like the jet,
Ran over the light-switch man,
Now lying on his face.
Light restored by some avid music lover,
Carrying a little red matchbox,
The woman screamed
As her mink stole flamed,
And then her husband fainted.
By the light of a $3,000 bonfire,
The symphony continued its tuning.
The second fiddles disagreed with the first,
And the oboe was playing a "C."
Mrs. Astor hid her live white ermine,
Miss Vanderbilt her black Persian Lamb,
But Mr. Smith's great black bear
Ate them both, then furnished light for the first movement.
Fuel was running low except for synthetic fibers,
So the second movement "Lento" was played "prestissimo,"
"as rapido as you can."
The concert was finished with a bang,
When the conductor shot himself,
All other fuels having been exhausted.
By the light of the blazing violas,
His remains had 12 encores.
Beethoven meanwhile was arguing with Brahms
Over the most beautiful passage,
Then Casals appeared and discovered the title,
"Directions on How to Use your New Automatic," by
Wolfgang Amadeus von Mozart Kenmore.
Beautifully rendered added Debussy—
It could have been no better.
Gentlemen in white dinner jackets entered,
And graciously invited our distinguished group
To join them at their country estate
For another symphonic program.
We accepted with equal grace when they offered us coats,
To protect us from the cold.
The jackets were tight
But that's all right.
The concert was by Kelvinator.
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Pretty Girl Go Bye-Bye
By STEPHAN ANACKER
The principal, a big, gorilla-looking man with a strong beard-growth
(he always looked unshaven at the end of a day), never really had a chance
to make anything like a non-intensely negative impression on me, because
when I first saw him, I already had a clear picture of him as a boorish tyrant
who loved to give kids "thrashins" and who, as a plant guard had refused to
let fume-filled workers get fresh air because he thought they were lazy
bastards trying to maneuver themselves out of work.
****
" The switch-blade sank quickly. I
Ugly girl go by _
It's unimaginable how boy-crazy she is!
"And he squirted Coke all over me!"
"LET'S GET THEM DEVOTIONALS OVER WITH NOW!"
"MakeajoyfulnoiseuntotheLordallyelands.
The home-room teacher looked bored. Nobody cared.
"Hff! Hff!" Dismally: Oh, God. He already made the announcements.
Is he just listening in?
"Hff! Hff! Now I want to take this time to make an announcement."
Dramatic pause. "Somebody's been drawin' pitchers in liberry books. Now you
boys and girls know better an to draw pitchers in books from our school
liberry. Any kind of pitchers. And these kind of pitchers you know better
an to draw anywhere. Now if any one of you knows who did this, I want
you to come and tell me, and if you did it, I'd appreciate it if you would
come out and admit it, and take your medicine.
"The other day, a fahn boy come to me and tole me about some unruliness in the hall. Now I like fahn boys like that. I've seen this boy in the
cafeteerer, and I've noticed he always says grace afore he starts to eat. Now
it's fahn boys like this I want you all to take as examples."
I usually listened to what he said over his public address system, because
I liked to get mad. This time I didn't (get mad, that is), because that which
he had said had, in fact, been very enlightening. At lunch, I once sat with
a boy he would probably consider one of the fahn variety. (There weren't
many.) When this fahn boy had opened his lunch (brought from home—he
was smart in some ways), his eyes had suddenly closed, his body had grown
rigid, and his lips had begun to tremble. Scared (I had always suspected
something was the matter with this character), I had looked at the alive,
tense mobs around me, trying to find help. Fortunately, the fahn boy's epileptic fit had lasted only a short time, and, somewhat unnerved„ I had seen
him finish lunch without having another one.
"Absenteeism."—Another dramatic pause—"There's altogether too much
absenteeism around here. Something's got to be done about this here—"
"She invited us over to spend the night and guess what her mother and
dady were drinking beer—"
The cafeteria (my tired-bored thoughts stayed with it) was on the third
floor, because of the theory that "food" smells rise and don't sink. (They
managed to prove this theory wrong.) The principal liked to walk silently
around the cafeteria during lunch-hours, breathing heavily, pinching girls
unexpectedly from behind, and with one of his thinner wooden paddles
tq
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sticking out of a rear pocket. (Another of his joys was throwing the sound
of his paddling somebody over the public address system.) We would be
talking normally (which means, I wasn't), and suddenly one of us could
feel a hot breeze at our heads, and there he would be, leaning over and smiling. It made me mad.
But then, I was usually mad in those days. Most people, at least once
a day, intensely irritated me.
Anna never did, though. Maybe this was because my contact with her
was limited; she was in different classes, and I saw her only in the cafeteria.
She worked both at the steam-tables and as lunch-ticket puncher, so our
snobs said she was poor ( and somehow as a result, disreputable), like Dot.
Only no: Dot wasn't disreputable—what was the word the talkers used for
her—"dirty," maybe? Anyway, it was said she didn't have a bath-tub in her
house, cause for many cruel "jokes." But Anna—
I remember her only as a lunch-ticket puncher. She had a special mood
around her: Her pony-tail was dark, long, and thick, her eyes were big,
brooding, maybe bored, and she had a special way of perching delicately on
her uncomfortable high tripod. Her face?—sometimes tired, sometimes contemptuous almost sneering, but even then softened by a certain wistfulness.
She punched my ticket efficiently and impersonally, mind-distant, but sometimes her brooding-sad eyes would look into me (or probably past me), and
she'd mutter "Hell" in a resigned voice barely audible. This excited me in
an indescribable intense-happy way, and make me hope that each day she'd
be there, her legs entwined firmly in the metal stool's for a firm grip on
her perch, and not Dot or any of the others or God forbid the Old Fat Cook
herself. I usually hated the Old Fat Cook: She was repulsive-looking and
besides she yelled incessantly at the girls working for her.—
That day, we went into the cafeteria, expecting the usual: the Old Fat
Cook with a ladle in her pudgy had, behind her steam-tables, stolid, scowling; the principal with his pocket-paddle and an untrustworthy grin, stalking
silently; and Anna with a far-off look, punching tickets, scarcely smiling.
The first sign that something was different was when the line stagnated.
"Hey! What's the matter with this line? Why's it not moving?"
and the stupid fruit threw the ball so that it went right by the
basket
"Hey! How about moving a little?"
"You should've seen Lorna's face at devotionals. There was something
about a prosti—"
"Nah, I'm not kidding. He couldn't hit the side of a barn. You know,
this line ought to have moved some by this time."
"What's the matter with this crazy line?"
was embarrassed all right, but not the way you think."
"Crawford's good. But he'll never get anywhere as long as
"Let's get to moving up there!"
"Yeah! What's the matter with this line?"
"Hey! Let's start pushing!"
They were all three there but they were all together. In fact, the principal and the cook were both standing around Anna in an irritating way, and a
fahn boy was gesticulating, red-faced. Anna looked eitirely different from
where I stood (or tried to stand—those jerks were pushing so hard it was
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impossible to keep balance), and the cook and fahn boy both seemed to be
pointing at her, though from time to time the cook pointed at the fahn boy.
The people in front of us began to push back, and one of those stupid pushing wars started, those in the middle being forced out of line by the pressure
on both sides. The principal was holding on to the fahn boy's shoulder in
a way meant to be friendly, the cook was raising her apron in a peculiar fashion, and I couldn't see Anna anymore, because of those damned pushing
bastards. We were pushed back so that the scene became blocked from my
view, but finally we pushed forward again, like a stormy wave—again a
glimpse: the fahn boy was leaving for a table where a filled brown tray
sat before an empty green chair, the principal was pointing wildly at the
cook and at Anna. Why all this silly pointing and pushing? God damn it!
Big, brave counter-push blocking everything again, this time with a jolt
that threw the last in line way back in spite of efforts to begin a countercounter push. I couldn't stand this any longer. Furious, I forced myself out
of the vise-tight line, and way in front somebody cheered. A little mob had
formed around the principal, the cook, and Anna, but a mad energy drove
me through it all. And there was the principal, yelling (the noise of the
fighting line had drowned out his voice completely); the cook was sickeningly weird, sobbing, with tears on her face, and Anna was sitting not like
she usually did but rigid, her eyes and cheeks burning, her hands clasped
tightly, her face avoiding the angry looks surrounding her. She said something in a weak voice directed at the cook, which made the cook laugh
sharply and say, "But I don't put it in my pocket when I make arithmetic
mistakes!" "That's what we git for trustin trash in our cafeteerer," the principal interrupted. A big change came over Anna's eyes, but their defiance
1"
wasn't matched by her voice, which I could barely hear. "Why you
the principal growled, breathing over her in an infuriating way. All at once
he turned to the mob around him and said, in a loud voice of authority, "All
right, all right, git out of the way!" For a second I felt like hitting him in
his stupid mouth (as little good as it would have done), but then, with
some reluctance, the crowds moved, again blocking the three from sight, and
when they cleared again, Anna and the principal were gone, and the cook,
scowling again, was punching tickets for a calmed line. I had lost my place,
but it didn't make any difference: I felt sort of sick now, anyway.

A Short Story Concerning Tophet
By HARRIETT STEWART
The water is cold. What matter?
What difference should the temperature of the water make?
There, there! An ant . . . it's red and look how big . . .
There, I crushed it.
Why this salt stream? Everyone crushes ants. They sting.
What is an ideal anyway? Maybe I am wrong—then what?
Nothing, all for nothing.
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Could I convince them? No, no, never could. They don't understand.
It isn't their fault; their life, their experiences—so different.
I crushed the ant, they crushed me.. .
Moloch, you are well fed.
They laughed. I was young. It was a phase.
The ideal the eternal the senseless the idiotic ideal!
They quit laughing. I'm not sorry, I'm not sorry! I would do it again.
Everyone has phases.
I can't let go.
That is my life.
They laughed and pointed their laughter at me and ignored me.
But I will win. Now they will understand.
Why this salt stream?
Ah! The pure grave of the salmon dilutes the salt.
See the willow—ironical. I crushed the ant and the willow weeps.
The water is cold and green.
Here in the sea of green, looking around there is security here in this pool
of green.
It is so warm. This very, very cold water is so very, very warm.
Wait, what stirs?
Something laughed big, laughed and laughed; laughed the laughter of
the prisoner who has escaped after his years of confinement. The
weeping willow drooped over the river and cried for the crushed ant;
the river flowed on carrying the sound of laughter.

Sunset
By DORIS HAYS
So bright and brilliant was the sun
With beaming knives hung down,
Which old man Sol shot out at dawn
Bringing a light to all around.
The glory of the purple sun
With orange and graying hues
Reflected on a dark'ning sky
In glory much too fine to lose.
Sunset is a splendorous thing,
It fills you with a wonderous glee
To grasp at it, and lock it up,
And throw away the key.
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On Life
By JOHN PARHAM
If I die before I wake, all is over. That which was begun at the beginning is at last consummated completely forever. The fear of sorrow is over,
also the enjoyment of happiness. I have gone from the tangible to the void.
Life was here, not afterward in the elsewhere. There is no journey toward
a distant destination. There is no meeting of my ancestors. They are nothing;
I shall be nothing.
I actually ceased to exist when I lost myself to sleep that evening. My
thoughts at that time were my last. And thoughts that occurred during my
sleep are of no consequence because I never awakened to enjoy them. If
these thoughts ( the ones before sleep) were pleasant ones, I left this world
in a state of happiness, or at least contentment. If these thoughts were unhappy, I left in a state of unrest, but this is unimportant because I never
waked. I died before I waked; I left in the state of unawareness, sleep.
I did not hope for an afterlife; I did not plan on an afterlife. I planned
on a state of voidness; this is not an afterlife. I was happy; now I am nothing.
I was at least happy.
Many people live their lives in hope or fear of an afterlife. This is
another burden added to an already over-burdened humanity. People who
give up the pleasures of this existence in hopes of rewards in a super existence are incomplete. Accepting, for the moment, the non-existence of an
afterlife, these people have wasted the precious few opportunities they had
for pleasure, and yet they die just like everyone else. They will never have the
chance for disappointment in their future state, though, because there will
be no future state for their realization. They will simply never wake up. This
alone in their case is comforting.
Conversely, people who eliminate this burden have more of an opportunity for a happy life. They, at least, are able to search for a state of
happiness here on earth with fewer restrictions barring their way. Also the
absence of worry as to their condition in an afterlife is conducive to the
reaching of their objective. They need have no fear of dying even at the
prospect of certain death; they would only have regrets of the ending of
their pleasant existence. Dying, before they wake, even eliminates this regret. Unexpected death does not give the opportunity for reflection, consequently it eliminates even the possibility of this regret.
The non-existence of an afterlife is actually kinder to humanity than
the opposite state because everything simply ends with death: There is no
punishment to suffer eternally, no eternal peace to be enjoyed by only a
few and out of reach of the many. A god that loves man would not have
created a compulsory afterlife for all mankind.
A man can not be free who requires a dependence on a super being
to derive his purpose. He is actually subjective to something else outside
of himself and dependent upon it for a necessary part of his life. This is
a weakness. This individual is unable to achieve completeness in himself
and consequently is weak. This person uses a crutch to overcome his weakness or gap. This crutch is the belief in an afterlife which is supposed to
bridge the gap in this life. If they would try to fill this gap instead of
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bridging it, they would find the outcome much more satisfactory. A firm
filling is more secure than a bridge. An afterlife is not necessary to the
perfect life. It is the bridge. The fill would be the filling of the gap by
working with what he does have, life.
Martin Heideggar says that each of us is drifting toward nothing. Our
decaying corpse is not a self; it is nothing. Our end is nothing.

The Wind Was Green
By VALERIE BOHANAN
The wind was green that August night,
emerald and jade green, with just a glint of gold—
A brittle and yet a silky wind,
high up above the long leaning grasses,
the two lights across the water,
and the moon entangled in a net of branches.
It was a soft wind, with green-feathered wings that swept
the earth like a great night-bird.
Some morning I shall wrap me in the gossamer web of a silken green wind,
and go forth as one dressed in a dream of mist.
When evening comes, I shall hear the grass rustle,
see the two lights across the water,
and the night-entangled moon.
Then, out of the mists of my fancy, you will come again,
in a moss-grown dream spun of weightless words and timeless hours.
Not in phantom guise will you come,
But as a human, as you used to be.
And we will go, hand in hand, through the long grass,
to the lights across the darkened waters.

Crucifixion
By CHARLES LESLIE
and they put him on a cross
a cross
wood
(a tree's death and another)
nails, iron from the earth's birth-anguish
and injured earth to hold the cross
the hill suffered from throng-weight
the tree dragged uphill made little clouds of dust
and left a scar on the ground
and footprints
then hammer-blows (did he want to scream for the tree?)
and the cross-bill flew to him when none larger would help
compassionate cross-bill
finally his death
(a tree died too.)
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Excerpts From the Works of an
Infamous Historian
By HOWARD STUBBS
I made my way through the underbrush toward the sound of the constant hacking. In a clearing I found a series of apple trees planted in clumps,
according to variety. There was only one cherry tree. I said was, because
beneath it knelt a little freckle-faced boy in knee breeches, tightly clutching
a hatchet and chopping at the trunk with grim determination.
Just as I stepped forward, he yelled, "Tim-ber!", and the tree grazed my
chest as it fell to the ground. We stood looking at each other. He wiped
the sweat from his hairline and squinted up at me from behind a large
freckled nose. "Hidy, mister," he grinned. "You ain't gonna tell my pa, are
you?"
I looked at him, then at the tree. "Well, I don't know," I admitted. "Were
you planning to surprise him?"
"Hell, no! I'm gonna leave it here and swear that one of my servants did.
it. Ole' Sam, he's a ornery cuss and I've been itchin' to see him get flogged
since Pa bought him. Pa'll beat the hide off him."
I scratched my head. "What's your name, boy?" I asked.
"George," he said, and squinted up at the last apple of the season with
boyish desire. I reached up, plucked it and began to chomp hungrily.
"George what?"
"Washington," he said, looking at the half-eaten apple.
"Oh. Do you live far from here?"
"Far enough that Pa won't be seein' me chop his orchard down. I always watch out for Pa. Boy! You shoulda' seen one of the dogs when I fed
him chicken bones and then crushed them while he was tryin' to swallow.
Doc called it "internal bleeding." Pa never did find out I did that, either.
I get by with a lot of things. What're you doin' in our woods?" he asked.
"Just passing through," I answered. "I do a heap of traveling."
"On foot?"
"Usually."
"Oh. Then you're a tramp," he smirked. "Pa told me about the likes of
you. He says don't never talk to them tramp people. But hell, mister, I'd just
as soon talk to you than some of the stiffed-necked fruits Pa brings home.
What's it like trampin'?"
"Goin' hungry mostly," I answered, and my: stomach growled. "This time
I've not eat since yesterday. Do you think you could scrounge up some food
for me?"
"I knew it! You're just like Pa says all tramps are; always begging for
food. How could you pay me? Tramps don't have any money. So why should
I do anything for you? You're nothing to me. As far as I'm concerned, you
can just wanted back where you came from and starve," he said, and closed
his eyes like British aristocracy.
I looked at him for a while. My tightly clenched hands wanted to wipe
that well-bred expression from his face. But why risk losing a meal? my
stomach asked me. I relaxed. "Uh, George . . ." I began . . ."Mr. Washington
and I are old friends. What do you think about that?" I lied.
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"I don't believe you. I already told you . . . my Pa don't associate with
trash. At least _them friends of his has breeding. No friend of Pa's begs for
a living. He passes the beggars on streets without looking down. I reckon
I should too."
"Come on, George. Get me a meal," I blurted out, clutching his shoulders. I could see it now . . . the little rich kid who was enjoying his first
taste of power. He had the authority to send me away, and I had a chance
of going hungry. His eyes narrowed.
"Don't you touch me, mister," he spat out slowly.
"Watch it! No violence!" my stomach shouted. My digestive juices were
devouring the apple like a mantis in an insect-ridden garden. "You must
use your mind!" I sat down beside the cherry tree. Soon its leaves would
wither, I thought, "and so will you," my stomach said. I had to control my
temper.
"Nice hatchet you got here, boy," I said, examining the roughly used
tool in what I hoped was a convincingly interested way. "When I was your
age I had an axe and was out splittin' rails. Did you ever do that? You look
like 'a strong young sapling."
He stared at me in silence. Then he spoke. "Don't try to make friends
with me mister, because I done told you. My breed don't run with tramps,
and I don't feed them neither. Give me my hatchet."
"Boy! I'll tell you what. If you get me a meal I won't tell your Pa about
this tree," I said anxiously.
"You think my Pa would believe you?"
"Sure, he'd even give me a dinner."
"You don't know where I live," he smirked.
"Oh, but all the houses in these parts were built on the creek. And
yours ain't likely to be different. The last one was about a day's walk back.
Yours shouldn't be far from here. I'd say it was just over the hill." I paused
long enough for this to sink into his crafty young skull, then continued.
"How about some food, George?"
"What's one cherry tree to my Pa? He can afford others."
"It's the principle of the thing. What about the chicken bones? If I tell
him one, he'll kinda smell a rotten apple and start remembering. It'd be bad
for you if he found out, but worse if I told him."
He blinked a couple of times, wet his lips, then stood blankly looking.
I knew I had scared him, but did that mean I got to eat? I rose and began
walking in what I thought would be the right direction. Then with one
quick movement he overtook me, snatched the hatchet, and went through
the thicket at a dead run. Bewildered, I followed him closely. \V nen he
reached another clearing I could see a huge white-columned house surrounded
by tall lush green trees. George ran up to an old white-bearded gentleman
who was relaxing in the shade of a magnolia.
"Father!" he screamed, and fell on his knees, staring backward in fear.
When he had gained control of his vocal cords, he looked at his father and
began again. "Father, I cannot tell a lie. I chopped down your cherry tree with
my little hatchet! Father, I am truly sorry. Please take my hatchet and I will
never again be bad." He glanced over his shoulder, still fearing the unknown,
but thankful that he had reached his Pa before I did. I really didn't aim
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to. tell, anyhow. I was only starved. And by that time I had caught a whiff
of fried chicken coming from the Washington kitchen. George's mammy
was obliging enough to waddle about, fixing me a nice hot plate. I ate heartily
on the back step, enjoying almost as much as the chicken leg, the sounds of
George's screaming each time his Pa's strap cut welts into his bare legs. I
could hear a loud Eastern voice shout out, "This is for your own good, son,
for your own good!" And I was happy, for purely by accident I, a tramp,
had helped guide a youth from a path of crime. I wondered if, perhaps,
George couldn't amount to something . . .

Variations on a Theme by Tchaikovsky
By DAVID L. JOHNSON
The clarion call.
Voices shouting, flags waving,
You move with the crowd.
Bands playing, soldiers marching.
Cheer! Here they come!
Heads erect, defiant, brave.
The sound of battle.
Courageous men, each with a cause,
Crying, "God is with us!"
Pawns of Hell and "Sons of God."
But what are the colors? Which are these?
Whose are those? And where is Lucifer?
The silence of death.
Interminable, but martyring, justifiable.
For why they died, they know,
And we know why they fought.
The field is cleared; there is room now,
"But they'll n'er be forgot," those who died.
The cry of victory.
The battle's won, and what's the gain?
Land, more gold in few koffers.
Hate in many hearts and now,
Hope in foolish ones.
Prejudice and satisfaction.
There is a womb, its lining, "Earth" and "Sky."
Herein crawl embryos, hungry some,
Or kicking for more room.
Communist! Fascist! Capitalist! Jew!
You're kicked, then hark! The clarion sounds,
And you move in step with crowds.
12

The Discovery of the Spectrum
By MOSE MALLETTE
One day in 1666 Isaac Newton was dining with his friend Christian
Huygens.
"By the way, Christian, I've just acquired a genuine Prism," said Newton.
"By George, Issac, that's quite a Coincidence. I've got one myself. They're
all the Rage in Fashionable Society, you know. Oh, I do hope yours isn't a
better Example than mine. I could never endure—oh, there it is. I say, Isaac,
this must have been done during his Triangular Period."
"No, no, Christian, it's not a Piece of Sculpture. You've been confused
by this damned medieval Habit of Capitalizing every Noun."
"What are you going to do with it, then?"
"Well, I really don't know, Christian. I've been using it for a Doorstop."
"You shew a certain Lack of Imagination, Issac."
"Perhaps so. But I'm actually quite at a Loss. The Peddler who sold it to
me said that it made an excellent Conversation Piece and contributed an Air
of Mystery to the House."
"This House suffers from a Superabundance of Airs already."
"Really, Christian, you are much more successful as a Builder of Pendulum Clocks than as a Humorist. To return to the Prism, however, for the
Moment it will remain where it is. In fairness it must be admitted that it
does a positively Rum Job of holding the Door back, much better than the
Sphere I was using last week."
Not two months later Newton found himself bogged down in his
Chronology of the Ancient Kingdoms Amended. It seemed that he could not,
with his usual facility, and in the best tradition of the ancients, make the
Worse Cause Appear the Better, etc.
"Fah. You'd think I wasn't Isaac Newton to judge by these Quagmires
I get into. As if being a Unitarian in Trinity College weren't bad enough,
now it seems that I am to be overcome by that dolt Ussher and his Heretical
Chronology. The Difficulties with the Book of Daniel must be surmounted.
Light, more Light!" So saying, and with the intellectual's characteristic disdain
for bourgeois property, he cut a hole in his landlady's shade, admitting a
ray of sunlight into the room. ( Yes, Virginia, the sun does shine in England,
upon occasion.) In one of those coincidences that are always happening to
geniuses, the ray crossed the room, struck the prism holding the door back,
and spread out on the floor in a great fan of colors.
"By God, 28 Delicious Flavors! Now how can I put this in the Pompus
phraseology expected of me? Ah, I have it: Light consists of Homogeneal
Rays differently refrangible. That'll hold those European analysts who think
they've finally learned English.'
But Newton's troubles were just beginning. He was dunned with such
questions as these:
From disgruntled Aristotelians—"We trust, Sir, that you are not suggesting that our Master was Colour-blind?"
From politicians—"Mr. Newton, could this be a Tory Plot to undermine Confidence in the Purity of White Light?"
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From segregations—"Are the Divisions between these Divers Colours
all marked with a Proper and Fitting Distinctness?"
From manufacturers—"Can this Colour Prism, as you call it, be made
compatible with Existing Black-and-White Models?"
From illustrious churchmen—"Do you presume to separate, with your
Irreverent Prism, what God in His Infinite Wisdom has bound together in
the Good of Humanity?"
From a Parliamentary subcommittee temporarily idled (cranberries at
that time having been grown without the benefit of aminotriazole)—"We
notice, Mr. Newton, that in your Display of the, ah, Spectrum you have
placed the Red on the Left and that it seems to occupy, in relation to the
other Colours, a disproportionate Amount of Space. Could your most excellent Prism have fallen under the Subversive Influence of certain Unnamed
Eastern Principalities? We are not suggesting, Mr. Newton, that you yourself are not a Loyal Supporter of the Crown, but merely that you may have
harboured, quite unwittingly, a Pink Prism in your Parlour."
From military men (who had penetrated to the heart of the matter
with characteristic acumen)—"Does this Discovery imperil the Naval Power
of Great Britain?'
"Please, Gentlemen. I'm sorry I ever Laid Eyes on that Prism. I would
have been much better off had I been using for a Doorstop what I am using
now—a Large Apple that fell on me yesterday."

From Jesse
By CHARLES LESLIE
once there was a little linguist
he translated sex into eighteen languages
he'd had a repressed childhood, and thought he'd discovered something new
being a Christian at heart, he believed he should share his
findings with all people
so his book was published in all parts of the world
reviewers said his book carried a strong social message
and one even wrote "It proves people are pretty much alike,
regardless of race, color or creed."
his crusading spirit caused him to try to spread his convictions
personally
and he was arrested for 128 cases of statutory sexual misconduct
after an impassioned trial before a jury of elderly virgins
he was executed for fraud
(they said IT didn't really exist)
thereby becoming a martyr
a new religion was founded upon his teachings
and the rites were most picturesque.
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The Magnolias Are Blooming
This Winter
By CHARLES LESLIE
The magnolias are blooming this winter,
and we don't know why
nor do we understand the purple moon.
it all started the day a silver bell came drifting down,
tinkling as it slowly fell
weaving patterns of lace
and beneath, a golden coronet was melting,
dripping ink-blue drops that fell into the glazed sand.
next a field of mushrooms sprang up,
pink and red and yellow,
changing their colors beautifully as the day grew old .
but somebody noticed their shadows were on the wrong side,
and they gave off a mist that killed all the birds and turned them to stone.
then appeared fluorescent green spirals like handeless corkscrews,
each spiraling upward from the ground until it stood upon its point.
they thought we didn't realize they were alive,
but at night we saw them spinning and clustering about the stone birds.
one spiral saw us watching; it changed into a silver hoop and rolled
across the desert, singing beautifully, its words dropping in tinkling
crystals upon the glazed sand. ..
our children followed it; they have not returned.
at night the earth glowed a deep blue, the surface became transparent,
and beneath were rectangular pits with hot orange sides
reaching down and no end you could see . . . but
one thought he glimpsed the blue of a midday sky.
when the fear reached its climax a devout man crossed himself;
with each point a part of his body vanished until only his hand remained,
tracing the pattern over and over in the emptiness.
after a week the hand began to decompose,
but it continued to move down, diagonal, left, down, diagonal, left,
until it crumbled.
we will appreciate any help you can give us;
I have found that I can eat or drink nothing but blood, my own blood,
and all are weary of having neither daylight nor darkness.
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Del Amor Y La Abeja
By VALERIE BOHANAN
From Morley, Spanish Ballads, p. 43
Aqueleos dos verdugos
de las flores y pechos,
el Amor y la Abeja,
a un rosal concurrieron.
Lleva armado el muchacho
de saetas el cuello,
y la bestia su pico
de aguijones de hierro.
Ella va susurrando,
caracoles haciendo,
y el criando ma risas
y cantando mil versos.
Pero dieron venganza
luego a flores y pechos,
ella muerta quedando
y el herido volviendo.

Once those two slayers
of flowers and hearts too,
Love and the bee—
to the same rose bush flew.
Love, armed with his quiver
And arrows, took wing;
The bee with her weapon,
her keen sword-sharp sting.
She drones and she hums
as she buzzes along,
while Love stirs endless laughter,
sings thousands of songs.
But flowers and hearts
found vengeance, it's said:
She was left dying,
and wounded, he fled.

Then Was Paradise Lost
By CHARLES LESLIE
Once was Paradise.
And in Paradise was love, and in love was understanding, and in
Understanding was truth.
And the truth was ultimate and everlasting.
And bright shapes hovered in Paradise, but with them were shadows.
The shadows were dim and un-noticed because of the illumination cast by the
bright beings.
And the brightness was everywhere, and everywhere, and everlasting, and
One with love and understanding and truth.
And so it was to be eternally.
And the sky, or perhaps the grass, was very blue.
And the past and the present and the future were known to the same eternally.
But the shadows knew another reality and knew that paradise was un-reality.
And they waited.
And people became tired of Paradise, and so it was the time of the dark shapes.
And the dark shapes acted.
Paradise became un-Paradise, and love un-love, and truth un-truth.
And the bright beings departed, because people said, "The dark shapes are
better."
And then came snow and sleet and storms, and the sun was no longer.
After an eon people said, "Let the bright shapes return, and the shadows
depart, that we may have no more of storms and darkness."
But the bright shapes were dead.
And the new eternity belonged to the shadows.
And it was very dark.
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Romance Del Conde
Arnaldos
By VALERIE BOHANAN
By Permission of S. Griswold Morley, Spanish Ballad,
Quien hubiese tal ventura
Whoever had such fortune
sobre las aquas de mar,
By the seaside, so they say,
como hubo el conde Arnaldos
As did the Count Arnaldos
la manana de San Juan!
The morn of St. John's Day!
Con un falcon en la mano
With a falcon in his hand
la caza iba cazar,
To the hunt went he;
vio venir una galera
He saw a galley coming
que a tierra quiere Regan
To land, from on the sea.
Las velas traia de seda
Her rigging was of sendal,
Of silken cloth her sail,
la ejercia de un cendal,
The sailor who commanded her
Marinero que la manda
Was singing some strange tale
diciendo viene un cantar
That calmed the restless sea
que la mar facia en calma,
And made the storm-winds die;
los vientos hace amainar,
Fish came to the surface,
los peces que andan nel hondo
Arriba los (andan volando) hace andarThe small birds ceased to fly
And rested on the topmast
en el mastel las face posar.
To hear a song so sweet—
Alli fablo el conde Arnaldos
Then spoke the Count Arnaldos
bien oireis lo que dira:
The words I now repeat:
-Por Dios to ruego, marinero,
"Sailor, I beg by heaven, sing
digasme ora ese cantar.
Your sweet song for me too."
Respondiole el marinero,
The mariner replied to him
tal respuesta le fue a dar:
As I relate to you:
-Yo no digo esta cancion
"I only sing this song," said he,
sino a quien conmigo va.
"To one who comes and sails with me."

Campus in October
By VALERIE BOHANAN
Yes, I remember how we walked in April.
(The sun turned every path to living gold.)
So much of yesterday crowds this October—
A time of year you cannot catch or hold.
No strain of lost April's quick laughter,
No trace of the magic she weaves—
Only the sound of the singing birds
And the softly falling leaves.
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